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First grade math standards california

All students need a high-quality math program designed to prepare them to graduate from high school ready for college and careers. In support of this goal, California adopted California State Standards Common Core: Mathematics (CA CCSSM) in August 2010, replacing the 1997 statewide academic math standards. As part of the CA CCSSM amendment in January 2013, the
California State Board of Education also approved higher math standards organized into modeling courses. The CCSSM CA is designed to be robust, linked in and through degrees, and relevant to the real world, reflecting the knowledge and skills young people will need for success in college and careers. With California students fully prepared for the future, our students will
position themselves to compete successfully in the world economy. Ca CCSSM includes two types of standards: eight standards of mathematical practice (identical for each grade level) and mathematical content standards (different at each grade level). Together these standards address both the habits of the mind that students need to develop to encourage mathematical
understanding and experience and skills and knowledge, what students need to know and be able to do. Mathematical content standards were built on subject progressions through grade levels, informed both by research on children's cognitive development and by the logical structure of mathematics. IntroductionFile Size: 204 kbFile Type: pdf Download the standards of
mathematical practice of the file: 179 kbFile Type: pdfLoad file 1.1.OA Operations and algebraic thinking 1.1.NBT Number and base operations Ten 1.1.MD Measure and Data 1.1.G Geometry Download the standards Print this page for more than a decade, research studies in mathematical education in high-performing countries have concluded that mathematical education in the
United States needs to be substantially more focused and coherent in order to improve achievement of mathematics in this country. To fulfill this promise, mathematical standards are designed to address the problem of a curriculum that is a mile wide and an inch deep. These new standards were based on the best of the high quality mathematical standards of states across the
country. They will also build on the most important international models for mathematical practice, as well as research and input from numerous sources, including state education departments, academics, evaluation developers, professional organizations, educators, parents and students, and members of the public. Mathematical standards provide clarity and specificity rather
than broad general statements. They strive to follow the design envisaged by William Schmidt and Richard (2002), not only highlighting the conceptual understanding of key ideas, but also continually returning to organizing principles such as the value of the site and the laws of arithmetic to structure these ideas. In addition, the sequence of themes and actions described in a of
mathematical standards must respect what is already known about how students learn. As Confrey (2007) points out, developing sequested obstacles and challenges for students... absent the insights into the meaning that derive from careful study of learning, would be unfortunate and reckless. Therefore, the development of standards began with research-based learning
progressions detailing what is known today about how students' mathematical knowledge, skill and understanding develop over time. The knowledge and skills that students must be prepared for math at university, career and life are taught in all math standards. They do not include separate anchor standards such as those used in ELA/literacy standards. Common Core focuses
on a clear set of mathematical skills and concepts. Students will learn concepts in a more organized way both during the school year and through grades. Standards encourage students to solve real-world problems. Understanding mathematics These standards define what students need to understand and be able to do in their study of mathematics. But asking a student to
understand something also means asking a teacher to assess whether the student has understood it. But how is mathematical comprehension? One way to do this is to ask the student to justify, in a manner appropriate to the mathematical maturity of the student, why a particular mathematical statement is true or where a mathematical rule comes from. Mathematical
understanding and procedural skill are equally important, and both are assessable using mathematical tasks of sufficient wealth. Print this page In grade 1, the instructional time should focus on four critical areas: (1) develop understanding of addition, subtraction and strategies for addition and the rest within 20; (2) developing understanding total number relationships and site
value, including grouping in tens and one; (3) develop the understanding of linear measurement and measure lengths as units of idle length; and (4) reasoning about the attributes of, and composing and breaking down geometric shapes. Students develop strategies to add and subtract entire numbers based on their previous work with reduced numbers. They use a variety of
models, including discrete objects and length-based models (e.g. cubes connected to shape lengths), to model add-to, take-from, set, take-apart, and compare situations to develop meaning for addition and subtraction operations, and develop strategies to solve arithmetic problems with these operations. Students understand the connections between counting and adding and the
rest (for example, adding two is same as having two). They use add properties to add whole numbers and to create and use increasingly sophisticated strategies based on these properties (e.g. make dozens) to solve addition problems and subtract within 20. By comparing a variety of solution strategies, children build understanding the relationship between addition and the rest.
Students develop, discuss and use efficient, accurate and generalizable methods to add within 100 and subtract multiples from 10. They compare whole numbers (at least 100) to develop understanding and solve problems related to their relative sizes. They think of whole figures of between 10 and 100 in terms of dozens and others (most notably recognizing the numbers 11 to 19
as it consists of a ten and some). Through activities that build sense of numbers, they understand the order of counting numbers and their relative magnitudes. Students develop an understanding of meaning and measurement processes, including underlying concepts such as iteration (the mental activity of building the length of an object with units of the same size) and the
principle of transivity for indirect measurement.1 4. Students compose and break down flat or solid figures (e.g. putting two triangles together to make a quadrilateral) and building understanding of part-entire relationships, as well as the properties of original and composite shapes. As they combine shapes, they recognize them from different perspectives and orientations, describe
their geometric attributes, and determine how they are equal and different, to develop the background for measuring and for initial understanding of properties such as congruence and symmetry. Grade 1 Overview and algebraic thinking operations Represent and solve problems related to addition and the rest. Understand and apply properties of operations and the relationship
between addition and subtraction. Add and subtract within 20. Work with addition equations and subtraction. Number and operations in base Ten Expands the count sequence. Understand the value of the site. Use understanding the site value and properties of operations to add and subtract. Measuring and measuring data lengths indirectly and using units of idle length. Explain
and write time. Represent and interpret data. Reason geometry with shapes and their attributes. Mathematical practices Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them. Abstract and quantitative reason. Build viable arguments and criticize the reasoning of others. Model with mathematics. Strategically use the right tools. Attend to accuracy. Search and make use of the
structure. Seek and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 1 Students must apply the principle of transitivity of the measure to make indirect comparisons, but they should not use this technical term. The FreeAn attribute describes an object. Use attributes to describe two objects when they are not the same. An attribute can tell you if an object is shorter, taller, longer, or smaller
than another object. Read more... iWorksheets: 18Study Guides: 1 Vocabulary Sets: 3Money is what we use to buy the things we want or need. Nickels, dimes and quarters are all forms of U.S. money. Read more... iWorksheets: 4Study Guides: 1 Vocabulary Sets: 1 What are days the week? There are seven days in a week. They are: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday, Saturday. Saturdays and Sundays are considered weekends. Monday to Friday are considered weekdays. Read more... iWorksheets: 3Study Guides: 1 Vocabulary Sets: 1What is measurement? Measurement is used in our daily lives. We measure for cooking or baking, and to what extent there is a place. There are metric measurements that include liters,
centimeters, grams and kilograms. Read more... iWorksheets: 12Study Guides: 1 Vocabulary Sets: 2FreeThere are twelve months in a year. Months are always in the same order. Read more... iWorksheets: 4Study Guides: 1 Vocabulary Sets: 1An ordinal is the position of an object in the order of a group. An ordinal indicates whether an object is first or fifth. Read more...
iWorksheets: 3Study Guides: 1 Vocabulary Sets: 2What are patterns? The patterns are all around us. We can see them in nature, clothes, words, and even floor tiles. Read more... iWorksheets: 17Study Guides: 1 Vocabulary Sets: 1What is relative position? The relative position describes where an object or person is compared to another object or person. The terms used in
relative position are: then up, next, left, right, bottom, back, front, very close, down. Read more... iWorksheets: 12Study Guides: 1 Vocabulary Sets: 2FreeA shape is the form that takes something. Read more... iWorksheets: 12Study Guides: 1 Vocabulary Sets: 2What is Skip Counting? Skipping the count means you don't say all the numbers you count. Only count special
numbers. There are many different ways to skip the count. For example, when you count by two, you only say every second number: 2 4 6 8 10. Read more... iWorksheets: 3Study Guides: 1Story problems are a set of sentences that give you the information to a problem you have to solve. With a history problem, it's your job to find out if you'll use addition or subtraction to solve
the problem. Read more... iWorksheets :6Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1A story problem is a word problem that contains a problem you need to solve by adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing in order to figure out the answer. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is the switching property? It is also used. The commutative property is when you rotate
a number sentence and it still means the same thing. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1Problemes of history are a set of phrases that give you the information about a problem you need to solve. With a history problem, it's your job to find out if you'll use addition or subtraction to solve the problem. Read more... iWorksheets :6Study Guides :1 Vocabulary
:1Subtract means removing. The meaning of 3-2=1 is that two objects are removed from a group of three objects and one object remains. Subtraction Data Worksheets and printables. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1Commutative means you can change the numbers you use use change the result. The addition is commutative. The rest, however, is not
commutative. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1Subtraction is taking a group of objects and separating them. When it remains, your answer gets smaller. If you subtract zero from a number, the answer will stay the same. Read more... iWorksheets :5Study Guides :1 Vocabulary:1What is a line of numbers? Lines of numbers can be used to help in many
different ways. The most common forms are for addition and the rest. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides:1 Count forward by 1 or count backward by 1. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is the switching property? It is also used. The commutative property is when you rotate a number sentence and it still means the same thing. Read more...
iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1FreeHow much to add, combine two or more numbers together for an answer... a SUM. A sum is the answer to an addition problem. Read more... iWorksheets :6Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2Steps to follow when adding a double digit number: First: Add both numbers to the ONES site. Second: Add the two numbers to the TENS site.
Read more... iWorksheets :5Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1A Story Problem is a word problem that contains a problem you need to solve by adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing in order to figure out the answer. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is Addition? In addition, they are taking two groups of objects and putting them together. When you
add, the answer gets bigger. When you add 0, the answer remains the same. How to add: the two numbers you are adding together are called addends. Read more... iWorksheets :12Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :2What is one less or one more? One less means the number that comes before. One more means the number that comes next. How to find out one more: If you are
given a number, for example 2. You are asked to find the number that is one more. You have 2 and the answer is 3. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Story problems are a set of phrases that give you the information to a problem you need to solve. With a history problem, it's your job to find out if you'll use addition or subtraction to solve the problem. Read more...
iWorksheets :6Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1Subtract means removing. The meaning of 3-2=1 is that two objects are removed from a group of three objects and one object remains. Details of other fun worksheets and printables. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1Subtraction is taking a group of objects and separating them. When it remains, your answer
gets smaller. If you subtract zero from a number, the answer will stay the same. Read more... iWorksheets :5Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is the switching property? It is also used. The commutative property is when you rotate a number sentence and it still means the same thing. Read more... Sheets iWorksheets by iWorksheets Guides :1 Vocabulary :1FreeHow to add,
combine two or more numbers together for an answer... a SUM. A sum is the answer to an addition problem. Read more... iWorksheets :6Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2A story problem is a word problem that contains a problem you need to solve by adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing in order to figure out the answer. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1 Vocabulary
:1What is Addition? In addition, they are taking two groups of objects and putting them together. When you add, the answer gets bigger. When you add 0, the answer remains the same. How to add: the two numbers you are adding together are called addends. Read more... iWorksheets :12Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2Story problems are a set of sentences that give you the
information about a problem you need to solve. With a history problem, it's your job to find out if you'll use addition or subtraction to solve the problem. Read more... iWorksheets :6Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1Subtract means removing. The meaning of 3-2=1 is that two objects are removed from a group of three objects and one object remains. Details of other fun worksheets and
printables. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1Commutative means you can change the numbers you are using without changing the result. The addition is commutative. The rest, however, is not commutative. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1Subtraction is taking a group of objects and separating them. When it remains, your
answer gets smaller. If you subtract zero from a number, the answer will stay the same. Read more... iWorksheets :5Study Guides :1 Vocabulary:1What is a line of numbers? Lines of numbers can be used to help in many different ways. The most common forms are for addition and the rest. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides:1 Count forward by 1 or count backward by 1.
Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is the switching property? It is also used. The commutative property is when you rotate a number sentence and it still means the same thing. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1FreeHow much to add, combine two or more numbers together for an answer... a SUM. A sum is the answer to an
addition problem. Read more... iWorksheets :6Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2Steps to follow when adding a double digit number: First: Add both numbers to the ONES site. Second: Add the two numbers to the TENS site. Read more... iWorksheets :5Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1A Story Problem is a word problem that contains a problem you need to solve by adding, subtracting,
multiplying or dividing in order to figure out the answer. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is Addition? In addition, they are taking two groups of objects and putting them together. When you add, the answer gets bigger. When you add 0, the answer remains the How to add: the two numbers you're adding together are called say Read more...
iWorksheets :12Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :2What is one less or one more? One less means the number that comes before. One more means the number that comes next. How to find out one more: If you are given a number, for example 2. You are asked to find the number that is one more. You have 2 and the answer is 3. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1What is
symmetry? Symmetry is when you can fold a shape or object and both sides of the fold are the same size and shape. The folding line is called the symmetry line. Not all shapes or objects have a symmetry line. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1Sequencing is when counting, numbers go in a specific order. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides
:1Vocabulary :1All numbers are odd or even. When a number is even, it can be divided into two sets without any leftovers. When you split a number into two sets and there's one more, that means the number is odd. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1What is a line of numbers? Lines of numbers can be used to help in many different ways. The most common forms are
for addition and the rest. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides:1 Count forward by 1 or count backward by 1. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1Name Number words are the words you type for a number. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1 When you count, start with number 1 and stop counting after counting the last object you
are counting. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1What are odd and even numbers? ODD numbers are numbers that cannot be split equally in half, by 2. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1 When comparing two numbers, you will find out if one number is greater or less than the other number. You can use SIGNS to show if a number is greater than, less than, or
equal to another number. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2Steps to follow when adding a double digit number: First: Add both numbers to the ONES site. Second: Add the two numbers to the TENS site. Read more... iWorksheets :5Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is Sequencing? Sequencing means in order. When we count, we count in order or in a
sequence. We use sequencing in our daily lives. We follow the indications and count in sequence. Try to count for some. As you say the number, put your finger on the number on the page. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1What is one less or one more? One less means the number that comes before. One more means the number that comes next.
How to find out one more: If you are given a number, for example 2. You are asked to find the number that is one more. You have 2 and the answer is 3. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1What is the site value? The site value is the amount that each digit is worth Number. A number can have many site values. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary
:2What is the value of the site? Site is the amount that each digit is worth in a numeral. There are many different site values. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :2What is site value? The site value is the AMOUNT that each digit is worth in a number. A number can have many site values. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :2What is the
value of the site? The site value is the amount that each digit is worth in a number. There are many different site values. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :2What is site value? The site value is the AMOUNT that each digit is worth in a number. A number can have many site values. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :2What is the
value of the site? The site value is the amount that each digit is worth in a number. There are many different site values. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2Sequencing is when counting, numbers go in a specific order. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is a line of numbers? Lines of numbers can be used to help in many
different ways. The most common forms are for addition and the rest. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1 When you count, start with number 1 and stop counting after counting the last object you are counting. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 When comparing two numbers, you will find out if one number is greater or less than the other number. You can use
SIGNS to show if a number is greater than, less than, or equal to another number. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2 When a number is greater than another number, it means it is larger. &gt; is the symbol larger than the symbol. &lt; is the symbol less than the symbol. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What are you sorting? Sort
is when the numbers or objects are in a sequence. They can go from smaller to older. They can go from bigger to smaller. Read more... iWorksheets :5Study Guides :1What is Sequencing? Sequencing means in order. When we count, we count in order or in a sequence. We use sequencing in our daily lives. We follow the indications and count in sequence. Try to count for some.
As you say the number, put your finger on the number on the page. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1Story problems are a set of phrases that give you the information about a problem you need to solve. With a history problem, it's your job to find out if you'll use addition or subtraction to solve the problem. Read more... iWorksheets :6Study Guides
:1Vocabulary :1Commutative means you can change the numbers you use without changing the result. The addition is commutative. The rest, however, is not commutative. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is a line of numbers? Lines of numbers can be used to help in many different ways. The most are for the addition and the rest. Read more...
iWorksheets :4Study Guides:1 Count forward by 1 or count backward by 1. Read Read Read :3Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is the commutative property? It is also used. The commutative property is when you rotate a number sentence and it still means the same thing. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1FreeHow much to add, combine two or more
numbers together for an answer... a SUM. A sum is the answer to an addition problem. Read more... iWorksheets :6Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2Steps to follow when adding a double digit number: First: Add both numbers to the ONES site. Second: Add the two numbers to the TENS site. Read more... iWorksheets :5Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1A Story Problem is a word
problem that contains a problem you need to solve by adding, subtracting, multiplying or dividing in order to figure out the answer. Read more... iWorksheets :4Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What is Addition? In addition, they are taking two groups of objects and putting them together. When you add, the answer gets bigger. When you add 0, the answer remains the same. How to
add: the two numbers you are adding together are called addends. Read more... iWorksheets :12Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :2What is one less or one more? One less means the number that comes before. One more means the number that comes next. How to find out one more: If you are given a number, for example 2. You are asked to find the number that is one more. You
have 2 and the answer is 3. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1 When you compare two objects, identify how objects are equally and how different they are. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2Temperature is what we use to measure how hot or cold things are. A thermometer is used to measure temperature. Read more... iWorksheets :3Study
Guides :1Tell time at nearest time, half an hour and a quarter hour. Read more... iWorksheets :8Study Guides :1Vocabulary :2Time is measuring how long it takes to do different activities such as playing a game, doing Math homework or riding your bike. A clock measures time. It helps us to know the moment. Time is measured in hours and minutes. Read more... iWorksheets
:10Study Guides :1Vocabulary :1 Visual visualizations of data and information. A bar chart is a chart that uses BARS to display data. Bar charts are used to compare two or more objects or people. Graphics and graphics allow users to learn information quickly and easily. Read more... iWorksheets:9Study Guides :1Find of searches and rectangles of participation in two, three or
four equal shares, describe actions using the words halves, thirds, half of, a third of, etc., and describe the set as two halves, three-thirds, four-quarters. Recognize that equal quotas of identical sets should not have the same shape. Read more... iWorksheets :5Study Guides :1 Vocabulary :1What are fractions? When an object is divided into several these parts must all be the
same size. These equal parts can be counted to become a fraction of this object. Read more... iWorksheets :8 Study Guides :2A fraction is a part of a whole. Fractions for 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, 1/5, 1/6, 1/7, 1/8, 1/10, and 1/12 Read more... iWorksheets :7Sign Guides:1 Vocabulary :2:2
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